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Editorial
Gail Ingram

Animals and children, they say, are hard to work with
on the screen, ducking and diving out of the frame at
just the crucial moment. This Winter issue, while not
featuring children, is our student issue, and animal
themed. We have been very lucky to capture Victoria
University student poet, Tessa Keenan. Her poems
are captivating and delightful — the deft way she
deals with content and relationship, language and our
perception. We had so many strong submissions for
Featured Student Poet that I have made a compilation
of some of my favourites for our webpage.
You may have noted our gorgeous new-look title
by Rata Ingram and stunning cover art by
— Jan FitzGerald
Jan FitzGerald. We are also featuring art by high
school student JA Thea and member Ian Andrews. I do hope you enjoy this new addition to our pages. Art
submissions will now be open at the same time as our other callouts.
Our feature article, a talk poem written by student, Sylvia Orr from Massey University, gives us a
nuanced and sympathetic reading of Johanna Emeney’s “Bad jokes / about goats” from Johanna’s latest
collection Felt. Emma Shi interviews 17 year old Lucy Barge from Timaru, the 2020 open junior winner
of our international poetry competition. Find out what’s ahead for this young poet. Our members’ poems
bound, slither, squeak and woof with delight and terror. We open and close with fierce elephant poems by
new members Jenna Heller and Michelle Elvy, and also check out CR Green’s unsettling “Not all dogs
go to heaven”. As usual we have the latest in reviews, including Rachael Imlay’s take on Vanishing Points
by Michele Leggott. Our last pages are dedicated to very fine haiku from many of our regular poets, such
as Barbara Strang, Sue Courtney, Jenny Pyatt, Debbie Strange and more. Take a cue from their sparse
and perceptive imagery to write a haiku of your own.
From the NZPS committee, a shout out to Almo’s Books on High Street in Carterton, Wairarapa, who
are offering a 10% discount to members. Next to a café and open seven days, call in and let them know
you’re a NZPS poet. And inserted, read our president Shane Hollands address 2021 at our recent AGM.
It is with sadness we report the recent passing of two long-standing supporters — haiku poet Ernie
Berry and Wellington poet Robin Fry. We include a short tribute to Ernie from Jim Kacian at The Haiku
Foundation and one from Nola Borrell to Robin.
The theme for the upcoming Spring edition is ‘Forest’. Members, please send up to four poems (40 lines
max), up to four haiku, and your forest themed artwork by 10 September 2021 to Gail Ingram,
editor@poetrysociety.org.nz.
Last of all, thank you for all the messages of support on my first edition. I am both humbled and
honoured to be serving the incredibly diverse and talented poetry community of Aotearoa. It is a joy to be
reading your creatures of the keyboard, and so difficult to turn away many fine poems for the limits of
space. Please continue to submit for one day is different than another, and what is this life without poetry
and a needy tabby on your lap? Kā mihi nui.
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Featured Student Poet
Tessa Keenan
We are pleased to present the work of Tessa Keenan, our 2021
Featured Student Poet, who receives student memberships
from both the NZPS and the NZ Society of Authors, and
poetry books, thanks to the generosity of Food Court Books
Wellington (84 Constable Street, Newtown) and Good Books
Wellington (2/16 Jessie Street, Te Aro).

Moonwalk
I am walking home.
I am looking at the moon.

— JA Thea

It is a waxing gibbous.
My period is due in the new moon.
There is a great distance between the earth and other things in space.
Between my soft, unmade bed and I.
I did not have time to make it this morning.
The kākā distracted me.
I am looking at the moon among other bright things.
Hotel sign.
The ground untouched by my shadow.
Cars.
One day I will run out of new things to talk about.
I hope there will still be things to look at.
I will be able to put more time into my appearance.
I will get used to listening.
I won’t know what thinking is anymore.
I will be a great distance.
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Celesta
All this talk about rovers and
Breakthroughs has got me thinking over,
Churning through, in a way, how
Despite making me want to drive straight into my
Elderly neighbour’s front door, there’s a sort of
Finesse about the way you conduct me and make me
Gravitate my eyes towards the black hole connecting your
Heart and left nipple like some marionette, some
Indecent arbitrary beautifier ignorantly inspired by
Just the mere memory of our first
Kiss under planetary alignment,
Lifting off the fact that you didn’t even know
Me, in a way, and forgot I’d acknowledged you on that
Night when I noticed the twist of your ankles the second they rebound
Off the grass and how the curve of your back is the tide’s
Pull but with blackheads and a permanently
Quizzical frown, look, we are young, and we
Rarely have control over what we
Say around each other but all this
Talk comes out anyway because
Underneath it’s just you and the stars pretending to be
Venus, giving me routine desire to
Watch you orbit me and put an
X where I think my thoughts are born or
Young within myself, not a result of your
Zygotic infiltration.
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Tataraimaka Pā
I take the sandwich
from the wrap
and eat the currants.
You stand, back against the pā,
where our tūpuna rot
with flu.
It reminds me of forgetting.
Or missing a dentist appointment.
This could pass
for a dreary picnic.
I can barely see the pā,
the flush in your cheeks
and the black shroud on the mountain.
Your Honda parked by the sea
looks like an aggressor.
The gravel mutters.
Muskets and headless bodies mutter.
Last night the TV muttered
“southerlies”.
We are clutching at food
and crying because we know
we are the only ones that know.
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Sand, Iron
washing the dishes in water that cuts a slip
through my hand lines.
sitting by the hāngī
while the rocks are dozing
and the dirt
waits for its shower to run hot.
counting how many times
my mum is on the road
and on the wall.
watching Tangaroa watch me back.
noticing the effort it takes to play blue trucks.
growing out
and growing into nostalgia
wearing a hooded t-shirt.
singing something inflected
and cutting my teddy bear
a mohawk.
wanting to be a stick
so my body
gasps
when kids snap it.
waxing my toes
making and bleeding
with the moon
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Featured Talk Poem
Feeling The Goat Connection
Sylvia Orr

— JA Thea

Bad Jokes / About Goats
Often when I tell strangers at parties/
co-workers/contractors that I have pet goats
they joke Goats are delicious ha ha ha
I once had this amazing curry in Hyderabad/from the Jamie Oliver Cookbook
and I try to emote amusement
when what I’d like to do is dispatch them
immediately to the paddock
with armfuls of willow/
great bundles of vine leaves
so they might know
fleeting adoration/see a performance
of ardent gluttony/be anointed
by the muzzles and tongues
of these ruminant beauties
for it’s difficult – once you have checked
the texture of a long roan ear/
beheld the inquisition of a slit lamp eye –
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to disarticulate those parts which delight
the senses/to separate the head
from the withers having perceived the spectacle
of the animal scratched indulgently
who now sways like a man in thrall to his jazz piano/
so hard to divide rib from breast
once you’ve witnessed a fat nanny at rest
front legs crossed/neck arching further and further
back to sleep/heard her groan and snore/
felt her kid’s nose bunt into the back of your knee
as it follows you around for no other reason
than it likes what it sees of your simplest self –
We all need a little mimesis/
a little animal company from time to time
to remind us that we are bountiful/we are
beautiful/blood and bone
Put enough people out to grass
with the things they joke about
taking apart and we could solve
almost/all the world’s problems
— Johanna Emeney, Felt
(Massey University Press, 2021)
When I was nine years old, I told my primary school teacher that I had written a poem about goats. To my
mind, goats just seemed like one of the many charismatic furry beasts well-deserving of a poem. To my
teacher, this was simply hilarious — perhaps the association of goats as the horse’s ugly stepsister had
something to do with it. However, Jo Emeney’s poem “Bad Jokes / About Goats” in her most recent
collection Felt challenges these notions with care and consideration. Felt, as implied by the title, is an
anthology concerned with touching, feeling, and
sensing, both physically and emotionally. Emeney
expresses her care and love for other beings,
including her goats, tenderly but with certainty.
‘The texture of a long roan
Many of the topics discussed throughout Felt
inhabit sombre and murky domains, from illness
ear’, ‘inquisition of a slit
and grief to racism and drug addiction. Though
lamp eye’, and the happy
painful, Emeney laces these poems together
through themes of connectedness and empathy. In
goat ‘swaying like a man in
this poem, she explores the connection she feels to
thrall to his jazz piano’
her dear goats through use of the senses,
encouraging her readers to foster the same
empathy she has for other living beings. She ends
“Bad Jokes / About Goats” on the optimistic note:
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Put enough people out to grass
with the things they joke about
taking apart and we could solve
almost / all the world’s problems.
Yet Emeney begins “Bad Jokes / About Goats”
with the uncomfortable experience of people
joking about eating her pets and a wish to rectify
their behaviour by taking them to her field with
Perhaps listening is a
‘armfuls of willow / great bundles of vine leaves’
better term for this act of
to feed her goats. The adoration Emeney feels for
these animals is conveyed in her sharply detailed
observation; to fully take in
descriptions that show how ardently she attends to
sensations, rather than
them. ‘The texture of a long roan ear’, ‘inquisition
of a slit lamp eye’, and the happy goat ‘swaying
looking with a heart closed
like a man in thrall to his jazz piano’ are all
observations that make the goats feel like beings
rather than inanimate slabs of meat. Perhaps
listening is a better term for this act of observation;
to fully take in sensations, rather than looking with a heart closed. The separation of body parts into
categories of meat and bone becomes far more difficult after an intimate experience. We see this in the
cultural disgust shown in the West at the thought of dogs being consumed as food. At first, the poem may
appear to invite the question of whether it advocates for vegetarianism, or simply meat-eater exclusion of
animals that are dear to us and are allocated ranks within our families.
Anthropologist Anna Tsing (2012) writes that in our society as a result of Western ontologies around
domestication, patriarchy, and the separation of nature and human, ‘the boundaries of the home become the
expected boundaries of love’ from which other beings are excluded (p.150). Yet Jo’s ending statement
perhaps goes broader than the domestic. It is not to say that pets can foster empathy between people and the
rest of the world, but that it is by listening to all the things we ‘joke about / taking apart’ that we can create
a world of greater equity and empathy – one that addresses some of the contemporary problems of
connection raised throughout Felt. Emeney’s relationship with goats, shown in this poem, is a focused
example of a bond that can be made with all creatures and people by paying enough attention to their being.
This is the opposite of the categorisation and stereotyping that blocks much empathy, a theme alluded to
here. The lines, ‘we are bountiful / we are beautiful / blood and bone’ emphasise the inherent connection
shared among human and nonhuman animals.
Listening is not only necessary for empathy, but also for poetry. The process by which Emeney’s love is
conveyed for her goats is also the process by which
her poetry is made to convey images and sensations
to the reader. For example, the expression, ‘the
animal scratched indulgently, / who now sways like a
Poetry can perhaps
man in thrall to his jazz piano’ is a wonderful simile
be thought of as a
that conveys the sense of a charming goat to the
reader, but it is only made possible by Emeney’s
love language
attentiveness. To create a poem, the poet must be
keenly attuned to their senses and feelings in order to
visualise and express a fulfilling representation of
their chosen subject. Consequently, poets choose to
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make themselves vulnerable as they express the inner workings of their mind, regardless of whether their
subject relates to themselves or not. In this sense, poetry can perhaps be thought of as a love language — as
it is only by opening oneself to sincerely knowing something or someone, and by accepting the responding
feelings, that love can be experienced.
This concept is explored in the acclaimed 2019 film Portrait of a Lady on Fire. The artist Marianne
must truly understand her subject Héloïse in order to capture not only Héloïse’s physical appearance, but
Héloïse’s spirit in her portrait (and thus falls in love). Although acts of profound listening (and observation)
do not always foster love, they certainly create a relationship between the listener and those who are
listened to, as well as the artist and their subject. “Bad Jokes / About Goats” implores readers to fall in love
with these animals by seeing them as holistic beings, whose heads cannot be separated ‘from the withers’.
This lesson is one that corresponds with the wider themes of Felt in sensing and taking in the world
around you. It is through feeling that Jo is able to create such emotive and sensitive poetry, her careful
listening evident in the sensory experience of reading her work. Such an act not only is necessary in great
writing, but also in being an empathetic human being.
Text reference
Tsing, Anna. 2012. “Unruly Edges: Mushrooms as Companion Species: For Donna Harraway.”
Environmental Humanities 1 (1): 141–154. https://doi.org/10.1215/22011919-3610012.
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Members’ Poems

— Ian Andrews

— Ian Andrews

Driving Through
Shannon.
A woman stares at a single stone.
Her young girl sits on the deck, she holds
a broken black umbrella to the sun.
All eyes on me, blank faced.
The roosters in the park
have gone.
I am unsure of
what it means to dream
in Shannon.
In truth I yearn for those roosters,
fantasize I find them:

They fill the temple of Asclepius with

tail feathers.

Croon over me, their orange eyes vivid when
a snake licks my ear,
whispers incubatio.
— Anita Mortlock
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Gratitude
For G
You pitch your tent
in the garden’s dell,
convolvulus snakes its way up,
a green baldachin
for dreaming.
Late in the day
I look for you there.
Blackbird, with two ravenous fledglings
fossicks for worms.
You sit, still as a skink in the mint patch
feet bare, grass seeds in your hair.
Blackbird and you see each other.
I am here too, seeing,
though I am not sure
that your grace in the garden
nor Blackbird’s
should be witnessed,
so close as you each are
to prayer.
— Anita Mortlock
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Elephant
in 218 B.C.

a voice on the box

37 elephants crossed the alps

narrates the ivory trade

including a one-tusked mammoth

Loxodonta africanas

named Surus

did you know

red cloth, red shield

more are poached than born?

Hannibal perched on a red howdah

and for those that live?

the trained elephantry

1 in 3 in captivity?

corrupted and ready
this is when words
in the wild

like beseech

they call to each other

come in handy

up to a quarter mile away

is it too late to implore?

a symphony of trumpets

to beg?

flapping ears, clicking tusks

to plead

gentle entwining of trunks

for the blessed tuskers?

the stillness
the unexpected tears

in the steel of night
a dozen travel tail to trunk

with an average lifespan of 70+ years

a mighty caterpillar

of habit and improvisation

tip-toeing away

of family and friends

the fear of humankind

of stopping for the memory of a loved one

passed from mother to daughter

under the soothing sun

the silent herd migrates incognito
— Jenna Heller
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pest control
he would pay me
to wander around the dark garden
with a pak n save bag
plucking snails off prized plants
gathering slime inside plastic
and then with hammer or heel
i would earn my $2
by stomping, smashing
making crunchy wet mess
a harbinger of death
— Hebe Kearney
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Not All Dogs Go to Heaven
Ghost dogs go for walks every day
sometimes three or more times
wake up happy as they did when alive
wait for the wind’s massage
the scratch of branch and bough
They no longer have to be told
to sit, to stay or lie close to the ground
waiting, wanting, whining to be picked up
to climb to see what's on the other side
of a low stone wall, don’t have to eat
or gnaw or chew, don’t run away or get hit
again, stay close to their masters or mistresses
without need for a lead, always come back
without being called, no matter what
the weather, tail wagging, headed straight
to the heart’s sheltered place
— CR Green
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Mozzies
As a child, I squished mosquitos onto wallpaper, a warning for their frères.
Bugs kept coming.
Shortly after, to make myself better understood,
I adopted an American accent,
the deracinated, natureless gargling of TV sitcoms popular then:
Happy Days, Eight Is Enough, One Day At A Time,
‘What?’ people asked, ‘What are you saying?’
I persuaded Debbie, my sister, to join in.
Later, I evacuated more than a million words
described as journalism. They couldn’t last;
they didn’t.
Recently, I discovered this poem:
wings, spindled odds and ends,
and blood mixed with yours,
pulped on a distant bedroom wall.
Tell your friends.
— Tim Wilson
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Fur
Rat ownership
is the music
you didn't like
when you first
heard it.
You tuned in the
radio and winced
at the toots and
the bonks —
ugh!
But then it grew
on you, like
fur. And you
found yourself a
devoted fan
rockin' the merch,
even though people
looked at you.
Funny.
— Belinda Tait
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An Ungrateful Cow
An ungrateful cow. That’s what he called her—
Her husband, though he fed her insults—sick, mad
She would be dead without him, he said.
He fenced her in with his expectations,
His thick clumsy fingers squeezed her nipples.
Slapped her bottom as she passed,
As though she was nothing more than a piece of meat.
Another mouth to feed.
Over time, she learned to feign stupidity.
To turn pooled eyes dull and away
To shy from his advances.
His rough hands that grasped her legs
Moved upwards without permission.
She knew the grass was greener
Beyond the fences.
— Lynda Scott Araya
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Pārera
Pūtangitangi, Pāpango, Whio
Kuruwhengu, Pāteke, Tētē, Pūkeko
Among rafts of raupō,
under fan-shaped moon shadow of harakeke,
smooth-billed water fowl nuzzle at ripples
Twig snap, duck lid descent,
but there is only a decoy floating on calm
Beware! Hidden in sedge grass,
they belly-creep intent as soldiers
to mai-mais of stick and tin
Shots fracture first light,
heralding a rain of plumed civilians
Later, they’ll boast of bagged bounty,
but trigger-happy fingers
are poor discriminators
Every autumn, we shudder at shattered flight
and the lakes are bloody with species protected.
— Sophia Wilson
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Colonial Machines
1
Chopper’s on the circle, spewing poison-laced clouds
I am bent among silver beet and kale,
hens clucking about feet,
and on the slope, a spray-free orchard in infancy
Chopper’s splitting ears, clamour-hammering air
guarantees fine-line accuracy — but see, now —
the persimmon and pear, shriveled a sickly hue,
and the bees thrown off their honey making
A flock of blackbirds startles, like thoughts
tumbling from contented perches,
to circle choppy, displaced —
beneath brutality of blades, an anxious updraft
2
Each dawn, five deer emerge from scrub,
leap a fence to graze the upper paddock:
refined guests / a quandary / a gunned-down quarry
3
In the afternoon we practise arpeggios by a window,
watch an excavator perched on gully’s haunch —
insatiable bird consuming a sacred thigh
We taste dust on our teeth, watch it settle
on walls, wait, as it covers the glass.
— Sophia Wilson
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Noisy Creatures
My ears are echoing barrels
of ocean tumult.
Not conch shells whispering secrets
of wind and waves
Not storysongs of dolphins and whales
but snarled honks and trumpets
harsh whistles of creatures
that swim where light does not reach.
My ears are rattling drums
of rain forest commotion.
Not the gentle hiss and swish
of a breeze dancing in agile branches
Not the soft spot-spat-spit
of rain on shivering leaves.
But a wild, discordant orchestra
all squeal and screech and roar,
a cacophony of tiger, frog and lemur,
of jaguar and macaw.
I want to hear silence.
I want to know absence of sound.
But my ears have no manners,
derailing concentration, conversations,
sleep,
every moment of peace.
They are unruly rebels, noisy creatures
specialists can name
tinnitus
but cannot tame.
— Trish Veltman
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Giraffe types a letter
One day Giraffe got herself a typewriter and sat down with her long fingers (she got a set of those, too,
because how else could a giraffe type) and wrote a letter to the people up the road, the ones who work in
offices with food carts outside their buildings, who spend days pushing around ideas, sometimes lobbing
them high into the air, then watching them float back to earth in their little badminton birdie ways, these
ideas never meant to get much lift and always falling back to earth. When she finished she read the letter
aloud and, finding it wholly unsatisfying, ripped it out of the machine, like you see in the old movies
rrrrrrriiiiiiiippppp!, and tore it up. The paper made a sighing sound, and confettied away in the East
African wind. She sat back down at her typewriter (slowly slowly – because that’s the only way a giraffe
can sit down) and began again. But that one wasn’t right either, so Giraffe wrote a third letter, and a
fourth, and a fifth, until she pulled the last from the typewriter with a pleasing rrrriiiiiiipppp! She
looked for typos because giraffes are careful about such things. She stood, sniffed; the ancient earth
smelled good, with its red-soil rain-round-the-bend scent.

Giraffe stretched to her full four metres and showed Daughter her letter. Daughter read it thoughtfully
because she’s born-that-way-smart and blinked once, then twice, her lush lashes chasing the flies from
her eyes. Then she shrugged, moving off to the nearest acacia and said, over her shoulder, Come, Ma,
this tall one here, its scent is perfect.

— Michelle Elvy
• from the other side of better.
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Elephant
They say we can't jump, and they're probably right,
but I've never tried, truth be told.
They say they're in charge. They say. They say they
believe in conservation, in protection.
They say they want to save the oceans-beaches-treeslakes-you-name-it. Us. They say.
They make Animal fucking Planet but I never watch it.
I'm here with too much sun and sky and the scorching
earth and not enough water for my baby.
They say they love animals, they got details to prove it.
They collect lists.
Bulls are colourblind.
Butterflies were flutterbies.
Polar bears are lefties, snails like to sleep.
Do the details matter? Do they know my grief?
It's not in their fact list, but it is real.
Listen:
I am a whale of a being, and I barely exist.
I have been here for millennia.
My mind stretches
across space and time
and knows the softest part of skin,
the taste of my mother,
the sound of my brother,
the smell of life, the touch
of memory.
Urine is essence.
I piss gallons on what they say.
— Michelle Elvy
• from the other side of better.
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Interview
Emma Shi interviews Lucy Barge
NZPS Open Junior Winner 2020 International Poetry Competition

— Jan FitzGerald

— Jan FitzGerald

Emma Shi (ES): Congratulations, Lucy, on winning the 2020 Open Junior Section of the NZPS
International Competition. Judge, essa may ranapiri, said that your poem “away with us” has ‘a specific
voice that delivers a world rich with detail’. How did you build the scenes in “away with us” — which
senses did you reach for?
Lucy Barge (LB): I had just come home from a trip around central Otago when I wrote that poem. The
scenes are set against the imagery of this intriguing landscape; I wanted to interrogate its beauty and relate
it to the characters and their strained emotions. Additionally, I used the senses of sight and sound to
hopefully give an eerie yet compelling feel to my piece. There are three different ‘voices’ in the poem: the
protagonist’s thoughts, the protagonist’s narration, and the
mother’s voice. With these I was able to create poetic moments
that portrayed different perspectives in a contemporary manner.
ES: How would you describe your writing style, and is this
related to what inspires you — forms, ideas, imagery, other
poets?
LB: My style is contemporary — a mystical merging of
melodies and memories (I love alliteration!) with New Zealand
imagery as a backdrop for my ideas. I especially like to play
with the concept of hope — how it helps people to heal yet is
often lacking in many aspects of modern life if you don’t search
hard enough for it. It is always motivating to read other poets’
work, such as that of Carol Ann Duffy, Bill Manhire and Hera
Lindsay Bird. I think that the more you read, the more you are
able to relate the emotion that is evoked through someone else’s
words to your own experiences and into your writing.
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ES: What interests you about writing poetry, and
when did you start?

My style is contemporary —
a mystical merging of
melodies and memories (I
love alliteration!)

LB: Poetry is a beautiful way to express yourself and
come to terms with your surroundings. Allowing my
thoughts to mingle freely with fiction can also be
very therapeutic — for myself, as the writer, and for
the reader. I started writing when I was three years
old (well, my parents wrote down what I asked them
to write), and I quickly became intrigued with the
wonder of words. I have been writing ever since,
mostly poetry.

ES: As a year 13 student, you will be very busy. When do you find time to write, and do you have a
special place for writing? Any special habits?
LB: There is always enough time for poetry! I often find myself subconsciously putting poems together
in my head while at school, work or home, so of course I have to write them down. I tend to do most of my
writing during the school holidays when I can go on road trips and write near nature. But it is also
important to take a break from being busy during schooltime, so I do a bit of writing whenever I feel
emotionally stimulated. I do this wherever I feel comfortable — whether it be in the classroom or my
bedroom.
ES: What are you working on at the moment? Do you have any special writing projects or plans for the
future?
LB: I am very excited to say that I will be releasing my first published book, a poetry collection, in
November this year. It is something I have been working on for a couple of years, but has been a goal for
most of my life. Additionally, I am working on developing my poetry style to better suit social-media
platforms, such as Instagram, since it is my hope to share works that resonate with and inspire others. So
watch this space!
You can read Lucy’s Barge's award winning poem “away with us” on the NZPS website at
poetrysociety.org.nz/2020-international-poetry-competition-results/#openjunior
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Reviews
Islander - Lynn Davidson
(United Kingdom: Shearsman Press; Wellington,
NZ: Victoria University Press, 2019). ISBN
9781776562350. RRP $25. 80pp.
Reviewed by Nicola Easthope

Islander is Lynn Davidson’s fifth book of poetry,
mostly written during a four year stint teaching and
writing in Edinburgh. The cover is a colour glass
lantern slide reproduction of a gannet. Cropped in a
circle as if we’re looking at the bird through
binoculars, the gannet sits atop its cup-shaped nest
mound.1 The gannet is the perfect image to focus
our eye before turning to the poems inside. It is a
seabird native to Aotearoa and Australia (tākapu,
the Australasian gannet), as well as Scotland
(Northern gannet) — and the poems live within and
between these three countries.
Davidson’s poems move like gannets too, with
grace and precision. Some dive into and back
from climactic events: lovers walk down a
Wellington street in a southerly, a man suffers a
heart attack on the Interislander ferry, a
relationship cools at a country fair after
witnessing a grotesque race where children lug
pig carcasses. Other poems glide more spaciously
as lyrical meditations on things of great
importance. Loneliness, grief, and birth are
animated and enveloped by the natural world of
winter rains, and wooden houses remembering
their bird-selves — ‘Note how the island / absorbs
the house, the garden, into its dark, vegetable
centre.’ (“Inside the island”).

Loneliness, grief, and birth
are animated and enveloped
by the natural world
of winter rains

1

Light flows throughout this collection in
exquisite ways. In “Ancient light”, the poet
observes the way past and present are bound by
‘Ancient light... / from the first voyage, the first
great aloneness, / falls in shaking ribbons on the
cars.’ The tone is reverential, and reminds me of
the ecstatic opening line of Irish poet, Patrick
Kavanagh’s “Gospel” — ‘We are the children of
light’. Davidson’s poems are like light maps —
without ever having to use the source word ‘sun’,
she dazzles and directs us with the light in our eye
sockets that allow us to see, as well as the light
that settles on water, reaches across oceans, lands
on houses, reveals openings in walls and caves,
and calls in

Gannet photograph by Reginald Silvester Lediard, circa 1932 (Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa)
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our hunting and foraging mothers and fathers
our first ancients, our dear ones,
in from the hills. Back from the sea.
(“Ancient Light”)
Davidson also speaks of islands and their geographies as parents or forebears. She illuminates the vital
interconnectedness of humans and the natural world that we depend upon:
Our first ancients were islands.
We were their first children.
They built us
here.
(“Islander”)
The very poignant “Country” is a poem where weather and birds are familial presences in the absence of
friends and family. It so effectively conjures experiences of loneliness and separation, that I noticed my
posture changing with its own ‘answering clench’ as I read these lines:
...terns lined up along the shore
showing us their neat black backs,
their sharp clenched wings and
the answering clench of my shoulder blades —
Within this wild-human intimacy, Davidson excels at establishing and then shifting perspective. In
“Inside the island”, she begins, ‘It’s no use turning my head aside now — this is what I wanted / to be
inside the island...’ and yet, by the poem’s end, it’s clear that island green is always greener: ‘It didn’t look
like this from the mainland. / Don’t you think? It didn’t look like this?’ This way of seeing is empathetic
and engaging, marked with patience but also an urgency. Perhaps the most crystalline example of this is a
taut poem towards the end of the collection, “Speaking to the otter”:
It doesn’t break the water to emerge, rather
lifts water into otter-shape...
...oh the need to speak
Because I am human, immersed in time, and this creature is fleet.
German author-poet, Elke Erb said, ‘A poem is what it does’. Davidson has this down pat, most
noticeably in “Distillery”, from her “Return to Islay” section. This is a fun, clever, and giddying poem
about the long-time Scottish tradition of transforming barley into whisky and bread. By the end of it, both
poet and reader are pleasantly tipsy: ‘Stirring up weather / right here right now in my head’.
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It’s like all the poems have
known each other for years
and here they are, everyone
returned home over
vast distances to be
together again

Another skill that Davidson conducts so masterfully
is the deliberate repetition of lines and images
throughout the collection: a glacier in a whisky
glass, glaciers across a winter-tightened land;
ancient light making ‘the space in which vision / is
possible’ and in a later poem, ‘Ancient light still
comes lapping in from space’. In “Wild”, there is
‘Just the space for light dropping through me’.
These echoing preoccupations are hypnotic, and
make this collection satisfyingly cohesive — it’s
like all the poems have known each other for years
and here they are, everyone returned home over
vast distances to be together again.

Islander is a stunning collection by a superlative
poet who knows exactly how to observe, feel,
process, and express her world in candescent language on the page. Lynn Davidson’s poetic voice is a
blessing, both daring and enlightening us with intelligence, sensitivity, and equanimity.
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Vanishing Points - Michele Leggott
(Auckland: Auckland University Press, 2017).
ISBN 9781869408749. RRP $27. 124pp.
Reviewed by Rachael Imlay

2007-2009 Poet Laureate Michele Leggott has a
reputation as one of the most accomplished
New Zealand poets. Her 2017 collection Vanishing
Points proves how deserving this is. While Leggott’s
poetry is often complex and difficult, those readers
who are willing to tease out lines and reread pieces
until they fall into shape will find a wonderful
intimate collection exploring themes of familial
memory, national history, and the intersections of
artistic and family life.
Marking a new turn for Leggott, Vanishing Points is
overwhelmingly dominated by prose poetry. The
exception to this is the lyric series The Looking
Glass, which begins the collection, and which is
loosely inspired by artist Leigh Davis’s flag series.
This series is perhaps the most difficult and obscure
in the collection, yet also contains some of its most
beautiful lines. This difficulty can be partly explained
by Leggott’s own explanation that although the
poems here sometimes ‘fall into step’ with Davis’s
path, they ‘then move away in other directions’. This
commitment to imaginative meandering often makes
it uncertain to what extent poems should be
interpreted in light of each other or as single
instances.
Indeed, the principal logic to Vanishing Points seems
to be this movement ‘in other directions’. It has its
motifs, namely Macoute (Leggott’s imagining of
Davis’ figure) and the anonymous lady responsible
for Urania’s Mirror, a series of exquisite 19th Century
star-chart cards. Yet while these motifs may be linked
with certain ideas, they never settle into fixed
metaphors. A poem titled “sculptor/the sculptor”
explains that

you will need to keep on moving
stepping in and out of frame watching
for ligatures
This paradoxical idea, that connections can be found only through movement, defines The Looking
Glass. Images are constantly shifted and reconfigured, and their creation seems less intended to
communicate a fixed idea but rather to search for truths through imaginative exploration.
In a lesser poet, such instability would be risky. Leggott’s capability, however, ensures that the beauty of
the images and melodies of her poems enchant the reader, enticing them into the difficulty of her poetry,
towards the pinpricks of light within her ‘looking glass’. If there are occasional weaker aspects (a scattering
of conversations between ‘M’ and ‘L’ resists interpretation too much for my liking), they are overridden by
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such strong poems as “mensa/the table”, a vulnerable reflection on motherhood, memory, and loss.
Leggott’s ability to create strange, evocative images defines this poem, as can be seen in this small excerpt:
lay me on the table
take out the other lens and land another wing
where it will show me the fish in the window
of a translucent wave

the swallow diving

to kiss the surface of the water
half river and half incoming sea
for I have need of these
The rest of the collection entails a total of seven series of (mostly) prose poems, almost all of which
revolve around some aspect of family history. What struck me as particularly interesting is how Leggott
expands her fascination with visual art in these works and how this becomes a medium to access and
explore family memories. For example, “Self-Portrait: Still Life. A Family Story” recollects Elva Bett’s
1964 curated exhibition A Room of One’s Own: Women in New Zealand Art, by recalling how the narrator’s
own mother created for and interacted with the exhibition. Like Urania from The Looking Glass, the mother
here is also a representation of the creative process, a ‘translator, bringing everything to the surface’.
Through her, the pictures that Leggott describes so intricately become entwined with memory and the
fabric of family life.
Similar patterns occur elsewhere: “New Moon in the Old Moon’s Arms” is dedicated to Leggott’s
painter father and “Telling Details” recalls her young son drawing jam jars salvaged from
Monique Redmond’s installation Spectacular Blossom. Even when art takes a back seat to family history —
as in “The Fascicles”, which recounts the life of Leggott’s ancestress among the Taranaki wars — it appears
to be present. It is hardly coincidence that Leggott uses the much-painted shipwrecks of Egmont and Terror
as a refrain, allowing these dramatic images to haunt and define her portrayal of female settler life.
This binding of visual experience with memory is placed in a new light by the collection’s final series.
Unlike the other series of the collection, Figures in the Distance is rooted in Leggott’s present experience,
including her experience of blindness (Leggott suffers from retinus pigmetosa). It features some incredible
anecdotes that flesh out the impact of blindness on everyday life: the puzzling out of a mysterious obstacle
that has spooked her dog, what it is to swim when there is ‘too much space and no punctuation’. But what
was particularly marked for me is how the ties
between memory and the visual realm depicted
throughout the collection interact with this current
state of blindness. The link between image and
A wonderful intimate
memory becomes tighter, emphasising the
collection exploring themes
existential challenges that blindness presents, of
discovering new forms of receptivity to the world
of familial memory, national
without sight.

history, and the intersections
of artistic and family life

There is much to delight in this collection, not least
Leggott’s success in her experimentations with the
prose form and her ability to form complex,
evocative images. It is the sort of poetry to be
returned to, that offers new interpretations each time.
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Felt - Johanna Emeney
(Auckland: Massey University Press, 2021).
ISBN 9780995140714. RRP $24.99. 77pp.
Reviewed by Molly Crighton

In Felt, Johanna Emeney has managed to construct
a world like a textile exhibit at a museum, or the
photographic archives of a gentle anatomist. The
collection’s loose structure lends itself to
explorations of strangers and fondly remembered
acquaintances, portraits of grief and loss, and
memories sharpened or shrouded by the golden
nostalgia of childhood. All this feeling coalesces
around bestial beauty, which is at the heart of the
collection.

Emeney has done a touching and thoughtful job of translating the
ineffable sadness and beauty of the world into poetry. But the poems
in this collection that truly shone — that stayed with me long after I
had read them and came back to me line by line as I went back about
the ‘felt realm’ — were the ones about nature and animals.
I was reading Felt for the first time during a shift at the library
and was so absorbed that I didn’t notice the security guard peering
over my shoulder. ‘Is that a poem?’ he asked, to which I replied, ‘yes
— it’s about goats.’ I remember that he made a disbelieving noise
and turned my keyboard upside-down, presumably to get across how
very unimpressed he was by my choice of recreational reading. ‘You
can’t write poetry about goats. They’re not poetic.’
I didn’t have the heart to tell him that he reminded me of the
‘strangers at parties/ co-workers/contractors’ that Emeney speaks
about who deride her goats:
and I try to emote amusement
when what I’d like to do is dispatch them
immediately to the paddock
with armfuls of willow/
great bundles of vine leaves
so they might know
fleeting adoration/see a performance
of ardent gluttony/be anointed
by the muzzles and tongues
of these ruminant beauties
(“Bad Jokes/About Goats”)
Each poem where Emeney steps back into nature — after taking the reader inside counselling offices,
classrooms, hospitals, and cafes where hearts are broken over lost friendships — feels like brushing against
a single hot marble in a cold glassy bag you’ve plunged your hand into, or the first pass-over of air from an
open window. In “Touching”, ‘two grey ponies’
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untwine and lean away
fall to perusal of yesterday’s hay
The pearly mist at their hooves
is like dry ice on stage
and in “Grass Frog”, the frog has ‘tumescent threats / that stud his back,’ ‘regal blues and greens,’ and
sits ‘beating like an outside heart.’
Emeney transubstantiates the natural world into a bejewelled place, like life viewed at high resolution
and high saturation through a crystal kaleidoscope. True to the collection’s title, tiny moments —
sometimes even invisible moments, as human presence doesn’t always intrude, and the reader sometimes
simply hovers like an omniscient observer — become kept and preserved forever in all their strange
meaning and beauty. Even a creature as looked-over as an eel comes at the end of her scope:
Not so the eel. She hangs on in this drought,
a survivor from the dinosaur days,
buries herself in the last mud of the pond,
her thick body matt-grey with dehydration. …
No—mercy is for the silken,
the prepossessing. One must not rise again,
muscled and supple with the first rain.
(“On Charity”)
Emeney is a versatile writer, however — she has a particular skill at unobtrusively weaving in cultural
references in order to enhance rather than overstuff. Bracketed between poems about pain and loss is one in
which Emeney utilises allusion:
After a long time of being close to someone
you might go bad. You may not see it at first
because the part touching them is where it starts—
the hand or the hip or the heart—
anything that is held or held against,
like Caravaggio’s apples and grapes in baskets
with beauty spots and fungal scorches,
the shy black holes where insects moult—
(“Going Bad”)
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Such is the power of poetry
to crystallise an emotion into
a collection of words — very
much like that state change
of matter from solid to
liquid to gas

Later in the collection, in the handful of poems that
form a devastating but gentle closing curtain,
Emeney brings King Lear to a hospital bedside:
‘We get up to / Vex not his ghost’ (“Reading King
Lear While the Old Man Is in Hospital”). Earlier, a
hospital guard is transformed: ‘He reminded me of
the guards in large European galleries, / who know
intimately the treasures in their charge, / and who
observe with discernment the visitors… their
greasy pilgrim hands yearning’ (“Hospital Guard”).

Perhaps it is Emeney’s background as an English
teacher that allows her to inject extra parts of a
wider world into her poems while keeping them
condensed for the reader (and, consequently,
universal). As I was reading, I wondered whether
she drew on this same background to write some of her observations of wallflower students:
and how often you’d slide by the science teacher
who sighed your name at the end of class,
wondering whether you were solid, liquid
(“RLSV”)
Some of these school-centric poems were the most harrowing in the collection, and were a good choice
to open with to create a see-saw of the ‘felt’ — the pain of loss, the breath-taking beauty of the natural
world, and the numbing grief of heading right back to loss again.
Felt leaves you with self-examination, but it leaves you comforted, too. Such is the power of poetry to
crystallise an emotion into a collection of words — very much like that state change of matter from solid to
liquid to gas. In this case, emotion is boiled or frozen down into poetry.
I’ll round out with the closing quote of the titular poem, which is a beautifully deconstructed
examination of primary school biblical education:
yet, there was no lasting disillusion.
by ten, a spiritual life was out for me, but it had not been time wasted.
five years of the oral tradition, and my heathen head was full of song.
(“Felt”)

To review books for a fine line,
please contact Emma Shi,
reviews@poetrysociety.org.nz
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Members’ Haiku
We gratefully acknowledge the support of the Windrift Haiku Group.
Their generous donation to the NZPS will support ongoing haiku
projects, such as this haiku feature in a fine line.
— Ian Andrews

muddy banks
the brilliant plumage
of wood ducks
— Debbie Strange

intersection
brisk winds usher me
across
— Debbie Strange

a rainbow kite
flies it stripes high —
a tug of hope
— Anne Curran

snores from beneath
his towelling sun hat —
rusted deckchair
— Anne Curran

acorn stuffed pheasants
under the oak tree
— Jenny Pyatt
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voices sound
startled cat leaps
off the remote
— Jenny Pyatt

how’s a girl to sleep
in a bed that smells of you
sparking memories

— Sharyn Barberel

day moon
the white butterfly’s
tattered wings

— Barbara Strang

twisted metal
sprouts from ruined columns―
a tarapuka nests

— Barbara Strang

in the rest-home garden
a toy dragon
among the lilies
— Julie Adamson
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late again
the rooster ignores
the time change
— Julie Adamson

Bob Dylan’s 80
a world
blowing in the wind
— Antoinette Baker

photoshop class
we talk about
masks
— Sue Courtney

golden hour
every dog checks the same rock
for messages
— Sue Courtney

cold snap
google earth
freezes
— Sue Courtney
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About Our Contributors
Julie Adamson is a retired librarian, living in
Wellington. Her writing, inspired by nature,
appears in Island Writer Magazine (Canada)
NZPS Anthology 2020, Kokako, and a fine line.
Ian Andrews is a New Zealand citizen since
2018, having lived in France and the UK. He has
had many poems published in UK magazines,
and recently published in Mayhem, Issue 8.
Antoinette Baker of Ōtautahi spends more and
more time reading about poetry and poets,
listening to poems and poets, and then writing
something that she hopes sings to more than just
herself.
— Jan FitzGerald

Sharyn Barberel is a part-time dabbler in haiku
and writing as a creative outlet alongside a corporate job. She loves the challenge of capturing moments
into such a short format.
Lucy Barge is a 17 year old Timaru-based student, who loves writing contemporary poetry and making
music with the hope that it will resonate with and inspire others.
Sue Courtney lives in Orewa. Her haiku have been published in NZPS anthologies, Number Eight
Wire, and a fine line.
Molly Crighton is an English student at the University of Otago. Her work can be found in Starling,
Takahē, a fine line, The Cormorant, and Re-Draft.
Anne Curran loves to write Japanese short verses for her own enjoyment and for the pleasure of
welcomed readers also. She hopes to expand her writing repertoire in months to come.
Nicola Easthope (Pākehā; Tangata Tiriti, with British roots) is a Kāpiti-based teacher and occasional
poet. Her latest poetry collection is Working the tang (The Cuba Press, 2018) and her blog
is gannetink.home.blog
Michelle Elvy is a writer, editor and manuscript assessor in Ōtepoti Dunedin. Her new book, launched
in June 2021, is a hybrid collection, the other side of better. michelleelvy.com
Jan FitzGerald (née Coad), has been in NZ literary journals since the 1960s and USA and UK ones,
including The London Magazine. Twice shortlisted in Bridport Poetry, her fourth collection appears 2022.
American-born CR Green lives and writes in New Brighton, Christchurch. Over the years, her poetry
and short stories have been published in varied places under various names.
Jenna Heller is an American-New Zealand writer living by the beach in Ōtautahi.
Rachael Imlay is a recent English graduate, who currently spends her time struggling to learn Spanish
and cultivating a to-read list that is already taller than her.
Hebe Kearney is an Auckland-based poet. Her work has also appeared in The Three Lamps, Oscen,
Starling, Forest and Bird, Poetry New Zealand Yearbook 2021, and Tarot.
Tessa Keenan (Te Ātiawa) is 20, raised in Taranaki and now lives in Te Whanganui-a-Tara. She is
studying Law and English Literature at Victoria University. She has previously been published
in Starling magazine.
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Anita Mortlock is an ardent animal lover who believes in an animistic natural world. Her home is on
the beautiful Kāpiti coast. She has been published in numerous poetry and academic journals.
Sylvia Orr is a third-year student studying anthropology and ecology at Victoria University of
Wellington. Her poetry and prose have been published in the journals Signals and The Dog Upstairs.
As a retired teacher, Jenny Pyatt, enjoys living at the beach in Hawkes Bay. She has had teaching
resources published for schools and enjoys writing poetry.
Lynda Scott Araya is a writer from Kurow, North Otago. Most recently, she has been published in
Landfall 240, and Prospectus: A Literary Offering. She is currently working on a poetry anthology.
Barbara Strang is a long-time haiku practitioner and her work has appeared here and overseas. She
likes to celebrate the tiny events of nature by means of haiku.
Debbie Strange is an internationally published short-form writer and haiga artist whose creative
passions connect her more closely to the world and to herself. Please visit her archive:
debbiemstrange.blogspot.com.
Belinda Tait lives in Palmerston North with her husband and pets. She is still rather new to the writing
craft and she hopes, over time, to hone a voice and a style all of her own.
JA Thea settled in Dunedin two years ago and has been enjoying the need for big scarves and funky
socks ever since. They dabble in writing and visual art.
Sophia Wilson was recent runner-up in the Kathleen Grattan Prize and winner of the Robert Burns
Poetry Competition and the Hippocrates Prize. She is based outside Ōtepoti, Dunedin.
Tim Wilson lives in the suburbs with his wife and three children. He has loved poetry since he was 15.
Lately he has been trying not to write like David Berman.
Trish Veltman has poems published in a fine line, Mayhem, Tarot and Blackmail Press. Her story
“Shoelaces” won Page & Blackmore/NZSAs 2020 short story competition. She lives in Kapiti.

— Ian Andrews
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NZPS President’s Address June 2021
Kia Ora, greetings, and welcome, New Zealand Poetry Society and guests.
I would like to start with acknowledging wonderful patrons Fiona Kidman and Vincent
O’Sullivan for their continued support.
2020-21 has been another year of exciting changes and new challenges. While the Covid
isolation has eased in most ways for Aotearoa, many will have noticed the poetry world
embracing many more online events, shows, launches and workshops.
Membership of the society continues to increase, with 60 new members being welcomed into
our community during 2020-21, and with many more welcomed back.
The anthology editor 2021 is Tim Jones. He will be assisted by Anne Harre, who will do the layout.
I would like to thank the competition judges from 2020 : Johanna Emeney, essa may ranapiri,
Owen Bullock, and Barbara Strang, and our anthology editor Raewyn Alexander.
The judges for our 2021 International Competition are: Lynley Edmeades - Open Verse;
Chris Tse - Open Verse Junior; Simon Hanson - Haiku adult; Marco Fraticelli - Haiku Junior.
All of us at The New Zealand Poetry Society would like to thank them and congratulate them for
their fine work.
2021 saw our beloved editor Ivy Alvarez move on to new exciting challenges and the
triumphant arrival of Gail Ingram. Many of our members may know Gail from her work with our
anthologies and with takahē magazine.
Emma Shi continues to work hard on a fine line magazine, securing reviews among many other tasks.
We would also like to say a big thank you to the writers and poets who have filled the pages with
interesting and well-crafted content.
Over the past year, we saw a few changes to the committee.
We have a new social media officer, Lily Holloway. She is already doing a great job,
particularly on our Instagram.
We have created a new role of Community Outreach, which has seen Sherry Grant connecting
with poetry groups internationally and within New Zealand.
Rik The Most has been busy running their weekly-online connect space and helping us with our
tech stuff and to make our spaces safe for people to share poetry.
Gary Bradshaw has been doing secretarial things and making sure our ideas and intentions are
clearly recorded.
Kim Martins has been contacting schools to help create stronger groups as well as dealing with
the myriad week-to-week concerns we encounter.
As poets, we have continued to make the most of our change of circumstance, to make
opportunities out of challenges. Online book launches, reading and workshops have increased and
we are looking into supporting monthly workshops.
In 2021 we will redesign our old website to make it more responsive to people’s needs and easier
to navigate. We would love to hear from you about changes you would like to see.
Our guest poet is the wonderful Victor Billot. Victor has never shied away from political poetry
and we look forward to hearing from him later.
We would love to know how we can continue to support, grow, and promote our expanding
community of poets. We have plans in place to expand our support of emerging young poets, our
established and experienced writers, performers, and whakapapa.
As always, we are very interested to hear from all of you. We would love to discover new ways
to benefit you all, since this is your Society, poets of New Zealand.
Sincerely,
Shane Hollands

Write for a fine line

Tributes to
recently deceased members

Select contributions receive a
New Zealand book token.
Poems
$20 book token per poet
NZPS members may submit
3-4 poems of up to 40 lines.
Haiku
$10 book token per poet

Robin Fry (1932-2021) of Petone was a long-time
supporter of NZPS and poets generally. Robin had
six published poetry collections and was first twice
in NZPS international competitions. She delighted in
trying out structured poems, such as pantoum,
villanelle and the abecedarian form. At her funeral
she left a message inviting donations to the Poetry
Society.

NZPS members may submit
up to 4 haiku.
Featured Poet

— Nola Borrell (NZPS member)

$40 book token for 4 poems
at editor’s invitation.
Articles
$40 book token for articles
750-1000 words
Reviews
$20 to $40 book token for
reviews 500-1000 words.
Visit our bookshelf:
poetrysociety.org.nz/poemsreviews/books-available-forreview

Want to advertise
with us?
We offer half and full-page ads.
$35 for a half page ad

Ernie Berry was one of my favourite people, within
haiku and without. He was not above getting himself
in a spot of trouble, and that, I think, was part of his
charm. He didn’t take things too seriously, which
was a breath of fresh air — seriousness in a small
pond is incredibly tedious. He was generous to those
he knew, and to those he didn’t. He was impulsive,
but he was also thoughtful, and very often what
seemed like spur of the moment was actually the
result of considerable planning. He loved life, and
didn’t sit around waiting for things to come to him.
He was an instigator of the first water, which made
him some enemies but endeared him to those who
liked things stirred up now and again. He was loyal
and devoted to those he loved, but wore it lightly. He
was a complex man, one who brightened any room
he walked into, darkened the brows of the
rulemakers and their enforcers, and followed his own
path with conviction wherever it took him. We
already miss him.
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— Jim Kacian (The Haiku Foundation)

